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	Combinatorial optimization is a multidisciplinary scientific area, lying in the interface of three major domains: mathematics, theoretical computer science and management.


	The three volumes of the Combinatorial Optimization set aim to cover a wide range of topics in this area. These topics also deal with fundamental notions and approaches as with several classical applications of combinatorial optimization.
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Beginning JavaScriptWrox Press, 2009

	The perennial bestseller returns with new details for using the latest tools and techniques available with JavaScript


	JavaScript is the definitive language for making the Web a dynamic, rich, interactive medium. This guide to JavaScript builds on the success of previous editions and introduces you to many new advances in JavaScript...
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Intelligent Assistant Systems: Concepts, Techniques and TechnologiesIGI Global, 2006
Information is becoming the raw material of modern society. That “difference that makes a difference” (Bateson, 1979) is the driving force of modern service industry. Our information spaces have been technologized and their size as well as their complexity increased. Access to information spaces and the capability to use them...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 and Windows PowerShell 2.0: Expert CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011


	PowerShell is tightly integrated with SharePoint 2010, demonstrating an important alliance

	between the fastest growing collaboration and web publishing platform, and the latest task

	automation framework. The advantages of PowerShell and SharePoint integration help

	administrators and infrastructure specialists achieve everyday...
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The Psychiatric Interview (Practical Guides in Psychiatry)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The psychiatric interview is your window into the mind of your patient. With this practical, how-to handbook, you'll examine each aspect of the psychiatric interview in detail. Your journey begins with the general principles essential to effective interviewing—including techniques for approaching threatening topics,...
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The Autobiography of Malcolm X: As Told to Alex HaleyBallantine Books, 1992
Malcolm X's searing memoir belongs on the small shelf of great autobiographies. The reasons are many: the blistering honesty with which he recounts his transformation from a bitter, self-destructive petty criminal into an articulate political activist, the continued relevance of his militant analysis of white racism, and his emphasis on...
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Modeling and Characterization of RF and Microwave Power FETsCambridge University Press, 2007

	This is a book about the compact modeling of RF power FETs. In it, you will find descriptions of characterization and measurement techniques, analysis methods, and the simulator implementation, model verification and validation procedures that are needed to produce a transistor model that can be used with confidence by the circuit designer....
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